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We study the topology, and in particular the’self-similar and space-filling properties of the topology 
of line-interfaces passively advected by five different 2-D turbulent-like velocity fields. Special 
attention is given to three fundamental as’pects of the flow: the time unsteadiness,‘the classification 
of local spatial flow structure in’terms of hyperbolic and elliptic points borrowed from the study of 
phase spaces in dynamical systems and a classification of flow structure in wavenumbe; space 
derived from the studies of Weierstrass and related functions. The methods of analysis are based on 
a classification of interfacial scaling topologies in terms of K- and H- fractals, and on two interfacial 
scaling exponents, the Kolmogorov capacity QK and the dimension D introduced by Fung and 
Vassilicos [Phys. Fluids 11, 2725 (1991)] who conjectured that D> 1 implies that the interface is 
H-fractal. An argument is presented (in the Appendix) to show that D > 1 is a necessary condition 
for the evolving interface to be ‘H-fractal through the action of the flow, and’ that D> 1 is also 
sufficient provided that no isolated regions exist where the flow velocity is either unbounded or 
undefined in finite time. D is interpreted to be a degree of H-fractality and is different from the 
Hausdorff dimension D, . In all our flows, steady and unsteady, interfaces in particular realisations 
of the flow reach a non-space-filling steady self-similar state where D and DK are both constant in 
time even though the interface continues to be advected and deformed by the flow. It is found that 
D is equal to 1 in 2-D steady flows and always increases with unsteadiness, that DR generally 
decreases with unsteadiness where the interfacial topology is dominated by spirals, and that D, 
increases with unsteadiness where the interfacial topology is dominated by tendrils. In those flows 
with larger number of modes, DK is a non-increasing function of unsteadiness and a decreasing 
function of the exponent p of the tlow’s self-similar energy spectrum E(k)--kmP. D,‘s decreasing 
dependences on unsteadiness and the exponent p can be explained by the presence of spirals in the 
eddy regions of the flow. The values of D and D, and their dependence on unsteadiness can change 
significantly only by changing the distribution of wavenumbers in wavenumber space while keeping 
the phases and energy spectrum constant. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Laboratory experiments with different types of interfaces 
in a large variety of turbulent flows e.g.: turbulent/non- 
turbulent interfaces, scalar and vorticity interfaces in bound- 
ary layers, in axisymmetric jets, in plane wakes or in mixing 
layers, dissipative structures in fully developed turbulence, 
premixed turbulent flamelets, etc. (Sreenivasan et al.,’ 
Sreenivasan,” North and Santavicca,3 Sakai et uZ.,~ 
Villermaux5) have shown that the Kolmogorov capacity DK 
(often misleadingly called fractal dimension) of these inter- 
faces can often be defined and is a non-integer. This is evi- 
dence that interfaces in turbulence are somehow self-similar, 
but the meaning of that self-similarity remains unclear, in 
particular the geometrical and topological structures implied 
on these interfaces. 

Vassilicos and Hunt6 introduced a distinction between 
two different scaling topologies: K-fractals and H-fractals. A 
generic exampIe of a K-fractal is the spiral curve 
r( 4) - +-” (in cylindrical coordinates where r is the dis- 
tance to the centre of the spiral and 4 is an anglej; the 

Kolmogorov capacity DK of that spiral is a direct function of 
the exponent a and is larger than 1. However, the Hausdorff 
dimension DH of any single spiral is always DH= 1 because 
the geometry of a spiral is smooth everywhere except at its 
centre. It is the accumulation of length scales at the spiral’s 
centre that causes DK to be larger than 1, but such an isolated 
singularity is not enough for D, to be larger than 1; instead, 
an uncountable set of non-isolated singularities is needed so 
that D,> 1, in which case the geometry is H-fractal and is 
nearly everywhere irregular. A curve is K-fractal and its self- 
similarity is local when D,> 1 and DH= 1, but is H-fractal 
and its self-similarity is global when D,> 1 and DH> 1. 
When DK=D,= 1. the curve is smooth absolutely every- 
where. Thus, the scaling exponents D, and D, lead to a 
classification of interfaces with different scaling topologies. 
Other related exponents can also be used in such a classifi- 
cation, such as Dk and Dk, the Kolmogorov capacity and 
the Hausdorff dimension of the point-intersections of the in- 
terface with a straight line (Vassilicos and Hunt6). 

The distinction between K- and’H-fractals is not just an 
academic,clarification. It can have 3mportant consequences, 
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for example, in pollutant dispersion, in the mixing of chemi-- 
tally reacting fluids, and in combustion. Two interfaces, one 
H-fractal and one K-fractal that have the same value of 
DK , can nevertheless have very different surface areas. More 
dramatically, two different interfaces. with the same value of 
D,& may have respectively a finite and an infinite surface area 
per unit volume if the one is K-fractal and the other 
H-fractal! 

The turbulent tlame speed of a flame interface will there- 
fore be much different according to whether the tlame is 
K-fractal or H-fractal. In fact, if the interface becomes 
K-fractal as a result of the turbulence, then it may be ex- 
pected that the turbulence enhances the burning to a lesser 
degree than a reasoning based on the Richardson cascade 
(and which implicitly assumes the interface to be H-fractal) 
would suggest. 

This reasoning is founded on the self-similarity of the 
Richardson cascade of eddies, and is essentially a statistical 
argument that ignores the structure of the turbulence. Each 
eddy of the cascade is assumed to create a wrinkle or con- 
tortion on the interface of the same wavelength as the eddy 
itself; the collective action of all these self-similar eddies of 
different sizes induces a self-similar cascade of deformations 
on the interface which may remind one of the geometry of’a 
H-fractal. No structural nor geometrical information is used 
in this argument (e.g. how are the eddies distributed in space, 
what is the nature of the shape of the wrinkles produced by 
these eddies on the interface, how are these wrinkles struc- 
tured on the interface); it is a purely statistical argument. The 
most important conclusion that can be drawn from this argu- 
ment, is that an interface cannot have a characteristic length 
scale of deformations within the range of length scales where 
the turbulence has no characteristic scale of motion (the 
range of length scales of the Richardson cascade). However, 
the self-similarity implied can .be either local or global, and 
the geometry of the interface must reflect, to some extent, the 
structure and topology of the turbulence. 

Wray and Hun? have classified turbulent structure, es- 
sentially, as follows (see Fig. 1): (1) eddy regions, which are 
strong swirling regions with vorticity; (2) convergence re- 
gions surrounding a saddle point where there is irrotational 
straining (in these regions there is convergence of stream- 
lines), and (3) streaming regions where the flow is very 
weakly curved and runs rather fast. 

In a totally different context, Berry et aZ.* have made a 
first attempt to classify the convolutions of curves in phase 
planes evolving under the action of continuous area- 
preserving maps. They point out that the complexity of these 
curves is totally due to the fixed points of the map. These are 
the elliptic and the hyperbolic points whose analogues in 
flows are respectively the eddy and the convergence regions. 
Berry et ab.’ argue that the only possible contortions of the 
curve are either ‘whorls’ (spiral structures) when the curve is 
in the vicinity of an elliptic point, or ‘tendrils’ when the 
curve is in the vicinity of an hyperbolic point. In the same 
spirit, a line in any incompressible fluid flow can also only 
develop either ‘whorls’ or ‘tendrils’, and thereby have either 
a K- or a H-fractal topology, possibly in different regions of 
the flow. Unfortunately the relation between a classification 

of spatial flow or streamline structure and a classification of 
interfacial scaling topology is not straightforward because, as 
expected from previous studies of chaotic advection (see 
Ottino’ and Fung and Vassilicos”), the unsteadiness of the 
flow has an important influence on the topology and scaling 
of the interface. 

In this paper we investigate the relation between the self- 
similar topology of lines passively advected by a 2-D 
turbulent-like velocity field u(x,t) and the structure of 
u(x,t) in the physical and wavenumber spaces and in time. 
Following Kraichnan,” Drummond et a1.,” T~rfus,‘~ Maxey 
and Corrsin,r4 Maxey” and Fung et a1.16 we simulate 
u(x,tj by summing different Fourier modes with a pre- 
scribed self-similar energy spectrum. The eddy, convergence 
and streaming regions’ are clearly reproduced by the stream- 
line pattern of such velocity fields {see Fig. l), and the varia- 
tion of lu(x, t)l along and across streamlines depends on the 
energy spectrum. Furthermore, the study of 1-D Weierstrass 
functions (Falconerr7). demonstrates that two velocity profiles 
with identical energy spectra can be qualitatively different if 
the energy. is distrib.uted along different excited wavenum- 
bers. Can this distribution of energy affect the topology of 
passively advected interfaces, even when the form of the 
energy ‘spectrum is kept constant? But first of all, does the 
topology of the interface reach a self-similar stationary state 
even when the interface continues to stretch and fold, and if 
so, how does the interfacial scaling vary with the energy 
spectrum, with the topology of streamlines and with the un- 
steadiness of the velocity field? 

It is often assumed that the interfacial surface area is a 
simple function of a ‘fractal’ dimension of the surface, which 
in turn, is either a universal constant or an exponent that can 
be easily deduced from a simple statistical argument involv- 
ing the Richardson cascade of eddy motions and various 
fluxes across the interface when the flow is fully developed 
equilibrium isotropic turbulence (Sreenivasan et al., 
Peters”). The present study shows how the general relation 
between the interfacial scaling, topology and surface area on 
the one hand, and the structure of the velocity field on the 
other, involves various subtle aspects of the flow and its to- 
pology that cannot be accounted for by traditional statistical 
scaling arguments. However, it is shown that the topology of 
the interface does reach an asymptotic equilibrium self- 
similar state in the turbulent-like flows considered here even 
though classical equilibrium arguments do not apply to these 
flows, and the relation between a couple of steady scaling 
exponents of the evolving interface with various properties 
and parameters of the velocity field is investigated. When are 
the scaling properties of the interface dominated by the space 
structure, the time structure or the wavenumber structure of a 
flow? 

In the next section we describe how we simulate 2-D 
turbulent-like velocity fields u( x, t), and how we measure 
two different interfacial scaling exponents, the Kolmogorov 
capacity Di and the dimension D introduced by Fung and 
Vassilicos.‘” A table summarising the main properties of all 
the velocity fields used here can be found in section I1.E. In 
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FIG. 1. Streamline plots showing the three different types of regions that constitute the flow. The number 100 corresponds to two integral length scales LT of 
the velocity field. (al E(k)-k-3.2, (b) E(k)--km3”. 

section III we present our results on the scaling topology of 
lines advected by 2-D turbulent-like flows, and we conclude 
in section IV. 

Il. THE VELOCITY FIELDS AND THE SCALING 
EXPONENTS 

A. General properties 

We need a velocity field where the energy spectrum and 
the distribution of excited modes can be changed at will, thus 
enabling a study of the relation between the structure of the 
velocity field and the structure of passive interfaces advected 
by the turbulence. The velocity fields we use, are not ap- 
proximations of a small-scale turbulent solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations, but are easily implemented on a 
computer, and have several common features with such so- 
lutions; they have a self-similar energy spectrum over a large 

1972 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 7, No. 8, August 1995 

range of scales, and their flow structure can be classified in 
terms of eddy, convergence and streaming regions (Wray and 
Hunt,7 Fung et al.19). 

Homogeneous incompressible turbulence u( x, t) is tradi- 
tionally studied in the Fourier representation 

u(x,tf=- 
I 

{A(k,t)cos[k.x+ @(k)]+B(k,t)sin[k.x 

+ W41) dk ip 
where 

A(k,t)=A(-k,t), (24 

B(k,tj=-B(-k,tj, @I 

I/l&)= -@C-k) cw 

and incompressibility implies 

J. C. Vassilicos and J. C. H. Fung 
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A(k,t).k=B(k,t).k=O. (3) 

Following original ideas by Kraichnan,” Drummond 
et &.,I2 Turfu~‘~ and Fung et a1.t6 simulate turbulent-like ve- 
locity fields by adding random Fourier modes together rather 
than solving the Navier-Stokes equations for large Reynolds 
numbers Re. This approach, now referred to as ‘Kinematic 
Simulation’, essentially consists of numerically integrating 
(1) and picking the vectors A(k,t) and B(k,tj randomly 
from a probability distribution that is consistent with some 
characteristic properties of incompressible turbulence. The 
main property of high Re turbulence that we want to keep is 
the self-similar form of the power spectrum which specifies 
the amplitudes of the vectors A(k,tj and B(k,t); their direc- 
tions are chosen randomly from a uniform distribution. 

We require zero-mean flow velocity, that is fu dx=O, 
for which it is sufficient and necessary that 
A(k=O, tj = B(k=O, t) =O. We set the amplitudes of 
A(k, tj and B( k, tj to be equal to each other and independent 
of time. Therefore, 

~A(k,tj~=~B&,tj], (4 

which we set equal to the modulus of a function U(k), i.e. 
IA(k,tjI=]B(k,tjl=IU(k)l; the amplitudes of A(k,t) and 
B(k, tj are determined by choosing U(k) in accordance with 
a specified energy spectrum. 

The Fourier transform of A(k,t) + iB( k,t) with respect 
to time is 

&k,w)+iii(k,w)= &I e+““[A(k,t)+iB(k,t)] dt 

(5) 

and is such that 

k&k,w)=k.fi(k,oj=O 

because of (2). 

(6) 

As A(k,t)+iB(k,tj and &k,oj+ifj(k,wj are 2-D 
vectors, a particular consequence of (3) and (6) is that 
&(k,wj+ifi(k,oj and A(k,tj+iB(k,tj are parallel, so that 
A(k,wj + i&k,@) can be written in the following general 
form: 

&k,w)+iii(k,oj=[A(k)+iB(k)]P(o,k), (74 

where A(k)+iB(kj=A(k,t=O)+iB(k,t=Oj and P(w,k) 
is a function of w and k such that 

P*(w,k)=P(-q-k) G’b) 

in order to satisfy (2a) and (2b). 
Taking the Fourier transform of both sides of (7a) with 

respect to o one obtains 

A(k,t)+iB(k,t)=[A(k)+iB(k)] f P(w,kje’of do. 

Then taking the norm of both sides of (8) and making use of 
the constancy of U(k) over time we get 

a 

I P(o,k)P*(w+Sll,kj dw= s(a). (9) 

Also, by setting t= 0 in (8) it follows that 

I 
P(w,kj do= 1. (10) 

A simple and straightforward solution to (9) and (10) under 
the constraint (7b) is 

P(o;kj=$w--w(k)), (11) 

where o(k)=s(kjo,; s(k) = + 1 and is such that 
s(k) = -s( - k), and @k is a priori an arbitrary function of 
k, and is the frequency of the unsteadiness of the Fourier 
modes of wavenumber k. 

It now follows that 

A(k,t)+iB(k,t)=[A(k)+iB(k)]e”“‘k’f 

and standard algebra leads from (1 j to 

(12) 

u(x,t)= {A(k)cos[k.x+w(k)t+$(k)]+B(k)sin[k I 
I 

ax+ o(k)t+ gIr(k)]} dk. 113) 

A numerical implementation of u(x,t) requires a discre- 
tisation of (13), that is, 

Nt M$ 
u(W)= x c Ak,A~,k,CA,,cos(k,,.x+w,,t+ CCI,,, 

n=l m=l 

+ B,,sin( k,,. X+%I,~~+hm)l~ 04) 

where k,, = k,(cos&, ,sin&J, -%,,,,=A~b,,)~ B,, 
= B(k,,), w,,=w(~,,) and I$~~= (lr(k,,j. The choice of 
discretization is a choice of Nk, M$, A k, , A @,, k, and 
(6,. We set Illnrn= 0, and we always take one mode per 
wavenumber k, , i.e. M+=l and A+,=2rr; thus, there is 
only one phase &, per wavenumber and 4, may be replaced 
by +,- +(k,). Hence, (14) reduces to 

Nk 
u(x,t)=2mx Ak,k,[A,cosi,k,.x+W,t) 

11=1 

+B,sin(k,-xf o,t)]. (15) 

Because of (6) and because the flow is two-dimensional, 
A,= t B, in the direction perpendicular to k, . Since 
k, = k,(cosqS,, ,sinAj, it follows that A,, = fA,( sim&, 
- co&J and B,= +A,(sin&,-co$,J. The +- signs are ar- 
bitrary, as are the angles 4,. We pick these signs and 
s(k,j randomly among + 1 and - I, and the random phases 
4, are drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 
27r. 

B. Stationarity and unsteadiness of the velocity fields 
and the energy spectrum 

The velocity field in the form (13) is stationary in the 
sense that 

, . 
& 

J 
u(x,tj.u(x,t+ 7) dx=O (16) 

for all values of r, in particular r=O. The total kinetic en- 
ergy of a velocity field u( x,t) corresponds to the case r= 0 
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and is E,= f Jpu(x, t) . u(x, t) dx (where p is the density of 
the fluid which we assume to be constant in space); therefore 

E,=4prr3 
I 

[]A(k,t)]‘+]B(k,t)]‘]k dk 

=8r3p 
I 

klJ2(k) dk. (17) 

The total kinetic energy of the system is conserved because 
U does not depend on time. Thus, the energy spectrum is 
also independent of time and can be related to the amplitude 
U(k) in two different ways. Either by taking a deterministic 
point of view (as in Vassilicos20’21), in which case the power 
spectrum E(k) is 

E(k)= $ E,(k)=8r3kU2(k), 08) 

or by taking a statistical point of view (as in Fung et a1.16), in 
which case the ensemble-average kinetic energy per unit 
mass at each wavenumber must equal that in the specified 
power spectrum E(k) : 

(U2(k,))k,Ak,=2 
J‘ 

kn+l.E(k) dk--2E(k,)Ak,, (19) 
kn 

where ( ) denotes the ensemble average over many realiza- 
tions of the flow field. [Note that E,(k) has the same dimen- 
sions as pE( k) .] 

If we make the deterministic choice (18), then, for the 
velocity field to be self-similar in the sense that 
E(k)-kBP, A(k,t) and B(k,t) have to be chosen so that 
1 U(k)l-k-(l+p)‘*. If, on the other hand, we make the sto- 
chastic choice (19), then we draw U(k,) from a probability 
distribution where the mean is zero and the variance 
( U*(k,)) is given by (19). The self-similarity of the velocity 
field is introduced by setting E(k)--k-P in (19). 

Even though the flow fields are stationary in the sense 
that their energy spectra remain constant in time, the flows 
can evolve so that streamlines may be different at different 
times. This is the unsteadiness of the flow field (15) which is 
tuned in by choosing finite unsteadiness frequencies 
0, = w( k,) = s( k,) wk,. Once again, two different choices 
will be made in the present work: either we assume that a 
wavemode travels at a speed proportional to U(k) , in which 
case 

ok=XkU(k)-k(1-p)‘2 cm 

and the constant X is not dimensionless, or we assume that 
the unsteadiness frequency is proportional to the eddy turn- 
over frequency, i.e. 

uk=h[k3E(kj]k-k(3-p)12, w 

where h is dimensionless. [If A9 1, then the velocity field 
u(x, t) is approximately steady. If, on the other hand, X% 1, 
then the velocity field is essentially random. Turbulence is 
neither random nor steady, and therefore we expect X to be 
order 1 in a turbulent-like flow.] 

In the sequel, when we use an unsteadiness of the type 
(20), the values of p range between 3 and 4, in which case 
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@k is a decreasing function of k (an equilibrium theory by 
Kraichnan”” and Batchelor’3 gives p = 3 for 2-D turbulence, 
whilst SaffmaP obtains p =4 for 2-D well-separated 
patches of vorticity at large Reynolds number). On the other 
hand, when we use an unsteadiness of the type (21), p ranges 
between 1 and 3, so that wk is a non-decreasing function of 
k. That way we experiment with two qualitatively different 
types of unsteadiness, and study whether they have different 
effects on the topology of the evolving interface. 

C. Discretisation and the Weierstrass function 

It is beneficial to review a few properties of the Weier- 
strass function before proceeding with the details of the ve- 
locity field’s discretisation. A 1-D Weierstrass function u(x) 
is defined as follows: 

4-w 
u(x)= C 

29i-x 
a,sin i 1 7 , (22) 

n=l \ Rn I 

wherea,=a”, O<a<l and2rrlX,=b”. Whenab>l,u(x) 
is nowhere differentiable and the graph (x,u(x)) is H-fractal 
with D, and DH larger than 1 (see Falcone? and Hardy26). 
This is not the case though when ab C 1. For an intuitive 
understanding of this property, note that as n-tw, 
a,/X,-+m when ab>l, but a,/X,-+O when ab<l. 

One could also distribute a, and X, algebraically, that is 
an= n-“, k,=2rrlX,=nB where a,p>O. To our knowledge 
such functions have not been thoroughly studied yet, with 
the only exception of the Riemann function (see 
Holschneider and Tchamitchian”) which corresponds to 
a=p=2. Since (a,lX,j--np-“, we may expect very differ- 
ent qualitative behaviours when p is either smaller or larger 
than cr; possibly an H-fractal behaviour when P>LY. 

For the same self-similar power spectrum az--kiP, 
where k,=2rlh,, the Weierstrass function’s geometrical 
distribution of wavemodes implies a2bP= Constant, and the 
algebraic distribution of wavemodes implies p = 2 alp. For 
example, it is possible to have a p=5/3 power spectrum 
either with a geometric distribution or with an algebraic dis- 
tribution. The type of function u(x) may be qualitatively 
very different (K- or H-fractal) from one choice of wave- 
mode distribution to the other even though the power spec- 
trum remains unchanged. 

It is therefore legitimate to ask whether, for a given en- 
ergy spectrum, different discretisations or, equivalently, dif- 
ferent distributions of modes can generate qualitatively dif- 
ferent velocity fields, and whether these different velocity 
fields can generate qualitatively different interfacial topolo- 
gies. The choice of discretisation is a choice of the 
n-dependence of k, and Ak, . Here we experiment with one 
algebraic and two geometric progressions of velocity wave- 
modes. 

The choice of the two extreme values kI and kNk is es- 
sentially a choice of the range of length scales. With the only 
exception of the superimposed cellular flows (which we 
denote by SC, see section IID), all the other velocity 
fields used here (denoted by DKS, SGKS and SAKS -these 
abbreviations are explained in the sequel) have two dec- 
ades of wavenumbers; specifically, kl= 1 and kNk= 100. 
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Furthermore, in DKS, SGKS and SAKS, Ak,=(k,+l 
-k,,-,)/2 for 2=~ns~N~-~, and Akl=(kz-k1)/2, AkNk 
=(kNk-kNk-1)12. It is easy to check that Z:zFAk, 
=k,ykl. 

When we use the DKS (‘Deterministic’ Kinematic Simu- 
lation) velocity field where 1 U(k) 1 is calculated determinis- 
tically from equation (18), the progression of wavenumbers 
is geometric. Because the fall-off of the self-similar energy 
spectrum is very sharp, most of the energy is concentrated 
near the smaller wavenumbers, and by distributing the k,‘s 
geometrically most of the k,‘s lie near kl . Specifically, we 
choose Nk=60 and 

k,,=(l+k,+1)/2 
for 29nG59. 

(23) 

The velocity fields SAKS (Stochastic Algebraic Kine- 
matic Simulation) and SGKS (Stochastic Geometric Kine- 
matic Simulation) are labelled ‘stochastic’ in the sense that 
U(k) is drawn from a probability distribution of zero mean 
and variance given by (19). For both these velocity fields, 
Nk= 100. In SAKS, the distribution of wavenumbers k, is an 
algebraic progression 

k,l=k, +cn(n- 1)/Z, (244 

where c= 2(kNk-kl)INk(Nk- 1) . In SGKS, the distribu- 
tion of wavenumbers is a geometric progression 

k,,=an-‘kl, (W-4 

where a = (k,, lkl j lJNk-‘). Figure 2 shows how impercep- 
tible the difference is between the energy distributions in 
SAKS and SGKS at the higher wavenumbers. 

D. A superposition of cellular velocity fields (SC1 and 
SC2) 

Stommel,28 Maxey and Corrsint4 and Maxeyt5 have 
studied the gravitational settling of small, spherical particles 
in a convection cell flow. The flow is incompressible, steady 
and two-dimensional, and may be specified by a streamfunc- 
tion +(x,y) where 

ffN%Y > = ~sin(~)sin(~). (25) 

Streamlines are shown in Figs. 3(a-dj. Such a flow arises in 
thermal convection with free-slip boundaries. The flow is 
composed of a periodic array of eddies in square cells of size 
L that extend in both the x and y directions. This flow field 
satisfies the inviscid Euler equations for steady flow; its ve- 
locity components in (x,y) coordinates aligned with the cell 
boundaries are 

u=Uo sin( F)cos( y), 

v=-u. cos(y)i@). 

CW 

(26b) 

A Lagrangian fluid element advected by this flow follows the 
simple path of a closed streamline in the steady flow and the 
value of J/ is a constant of the motion. However, Lagrangian 

(4 

3 
;;i’ 

(b) 
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FIG. 2. The graphs show how imperceptible the difference is between the 
energy distributions at higher wavenumbers in (a) SGKS and (b) SAKS. The 
inserted plots are blown up energy spectra showing in more detail the dis- 
tribution of energy where E(k)<0.07. 

trajectories can be very complex if a time dependence is 
added to the flow (see Aref,29 Ottinoloj. Here, we will make 
the cellular flow unsteady in two different ways: (ij by letting 
U. oscillate in time as follows: 

U,=U,(t)=A[1+pcos(wt)], (27a) 

where A is a constant magnitude, and where the unsteadiness 
of the flow field may be varied by varying either p or w, or 
(ii) by replacing the waves (26) with travelling waves, that is 
by replacing (26) with 

u=Uo sin( F+Of)Cas( F+<&), 

v=-u, cos(~++~(~+~t), (27cj 

where the unsteadiness of the flow field may only be varied 
by varying w. 
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(4 

FIG. 3. The graphs show the streamlines for a periodic cellular flow field 
with one mode only but with different wavenumbers k= I/L (a) k= -rr; (b) 
k--2T; (c) k= 3 T; cd) k=4n and (ej a superposition of all previous four 
modes, i.e. Nk=4. 

Note that such cellular velocity fields may be expressed 
in a form similar to Kinematic Simulation; for example, (26) 
and (27a) imply that 

1976 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 7, No. 8, August 1995 

1 0 i 7Tx rry 
sin -----tit . 

1 LL 1 
(28) 

In order to have a velocity field with more than one length 
scale, we generate superimposed cellular (SC) flows with 
different cell sizes; the SC1 flow is given by 

*k 
u = c 

tl=l 
A,[ 1 + +os( w,t)]sin( k,x)cos(k,y), (29a) 

*k 
u = - 2 A,[ 1 +~c0s(o,t)]cos(k,xjsin(k,yj, (29b) 

n=l 

and the SC2 flow is 
Nk 

u= C A,sin(k,x+ o,t)cos(k,y+ tint), 
n=l (304 

*k 
u=- c 

n=l 
A,cos( k,x + w,t)sin( k,y + WJ), NW 

where w, = X k, , and k,= nrr. in the case of (29), the SC1 
flow is cmfined in a control area of length and width equal to 
1. It should also be noted that the SC1 and SC2 velocity 
fields are both periodic in time with period T= Ux. 

In the present simulations, the total number of modes is 
Nk = 4, and A II = 2/n. Typical streamlines for a superposition 
of four periodic cellular flows are shown in Fig. 3e. 

E. Summary of velocity fields 

The number of modes, the range of wavenumbers and 
the choice of p, wavemode amplitudes, unsteadiness and dis- 
tribution of wavemodes for different flow fields are sum- 
marised in Table I. 

F. The release of a line in a turbulent-like flow: 
Resolution and integral length and time scales 

Releasing a line in a flow is numerically equivalent to 
releasing a large sequence of points such that each two con- 
secutive points of the sequence are at a very small initial 
resolving distance Ax apart. Given the flow field, and in 
particular its length scales and total kinetic energy per unit 
mass E = E,lp, one has to choose the value of Ax subject to 
two restrictions: 

(a) the initial distance between two points on the line has 
to be much smaller than the smallest scale of motion 
2 m-/k+ i.e. 

Ax*h’/kNk; (31) 

(b) the initial distance between two points of the line 
must be significantly larger than the average distance trav- 
elled by a fluid element in one time step At (At is the reso- 
lution time step of the numerical integration), i.e. 

Ax% @At. (32) 

(32) guarantees that the order of the sequence of points that 
constitutes the line is conserved, thus forbidding crossovers. 

The time step At has to be smaller than all the time 
scales of the flow field. These time scales are the unsteadi- 
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TABLE I. Summary of velocity fields. 

DKS 

SAKS 

SGKS 

Form of 
velocity field 

Eq. im 

ccl. iW 

Eq. (15) 

Number of 
modes 

Nk 

t-i0 

100 

100 

Extreme 
wavenumbers 

k, and kNk 

k,=l 
kNk = 100 
kl=l 
kNk= 100 

k,=l 

Value of 
‘p. where 

E(k) - k-P 

p=3.0, 3.2, 3,4 
3.6, 3.8, 4.0 

p=I.O, 1.67, i.0, 
3.0, 4.0 

p= 1.0, 1.67.2.0 

Wavemode 
amplitudes 

IWJI - k,‘1+p)‘2 

U(k,) drawn ffom 
a distribution of 
mean zero and 
variance given by 
Eq. (19) 

Unsteadiness 

Es. (20) 
_ Xk(i-p)/2 

2. (21) 
wk 

- Xk(s-P)‘2 

Eq. (21) 

Distribution 
of wavemodes 

Geometric 
Eq, (23) 
Algebraic 
Es. (244 

Geometric 

SC1 

SC2 

ccl. i29) 

Eq. i30) 

kQ= 100 3.0, 4.0 Wk - )#-P)‘z Eq. (24b) 
4 k,=v N. A. A, = 2/n co” = hnrr Algebraic/linear 

kNk=4n k, = nn- 
4 k,=r N.A. A,, = 2/n W” = An?7 Algebraic&near 

kNk=4T k, = nn- 

ness times 2.Tl6.Q) and the eddy turnover times 
2Trl~z%@y. In the SAKS and SGKS flows, 
hi-hk-hi-/J but in the DKS sows 
2m//ok= 2rlXkU(k) and is therefore different from 

Provided p 3r 1, 2 n-lXkU(k) is bounded from 
y 2d(XC) for all k (ldk<lOO), where 

U(k) = Ck-’ ’ fp)‘2. The choice of the normalisation constant 
C is in fact a choice of total kinetic energy per unit mass E 
since -from (17)- E=2JiwkU2(k) dk. The normalis~ation 
constant also ears in E(k)=2C2kmP, and the eddy turn- 
over time is 2 = &rrk@-“)‘21C in the case of the 
DKS;SAKS and SGKS flows. The constant C may be cal- 
culated for all DKS, SAKS and SGKS flows on the basis of 
E=J!002C2k-p dk which implies that 

2c” 
Em - 

p-1 
(334 

when p is signific’antly larger than 1 (as is the case for all the 
values of p used here that are different from l), and 

E=4C21n10 C-1 
when p = 1 (consider the limit p + 1) . 

For the DKS flows with pa3 there are, therefore, two 
constraints on At: 

2rr 2Tr 2 I 1 112 

Ate ==- 
h (p-l@ 

and 

2 1 112 

(P--~W . 

(344 

Wb) 

For the SAKS and SGKS flows with pa 1 there is only one 
constraint on At, namely 

At< % k(p-3)/2- 71, p-3 
*k 

-- 

ifp<3, and 

d- 2rr 
At+ c 
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Wb) 

if p&3. Note that if (31) and (32j are satisfied, then so are 
(34b) and (35). Alternatively, if (34) or (35) is satisfied, then 
it is possible to find a resolution Ax that obeys (3 1) and (32). 

The integral length scale L, of a flow field is the deco- 
rrelation length of the velocity field, and is calculated as 
follows (L, is Batchelor’s3! longitudinal integral length 
scale, and (36) can be rigorously deduced from Batchelor’s3’ 
definition when the turbulence is 2-D and isotropic): 

LT= 
100 E(k) 

1 
kE dk* (36) 

where E is obtained by integrating E(k) = 2 C2kep between 
k= 1 and k= 100 in the case of SAKS, SGKS and DKS 
flows. Introducing (33) in (36) we obtain 

&7-t 1 - l/P) 

if p is significantly larger than 1, and 

(374 

if p = 1. LT is always significantly smaller than 2rlkI . 
The Lagrangian time scale of the velocity field is defined 

by 

(38) 

E = 0.1 in all DKS flows and E = 1 .O in all SAKS and SGKS 
flows, and we adjust C according to (33) as we vary p. 
When p is varied between 513 and 4, L, changes from 0.4 to 
0.75 and Tr2 varies between 0.92 and 1.72 for the SAKS and 
SGKS flows. We vary p between 3 and 4 in the DKS and 
L, and TI, vary, respectively, between 0.66 and 0.75 and 
between 0.3 and 0.52. When p = 1 (SAKS and SGKS flows), 
L,=O.2 and TL=0.4. Thus, the integral length and time 
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scales have roughly the same order of magnitude in all our 
numerical experiments involving a KS flow (SAKS, SGKS 
and DKS). 

The relevant integral length and time scales of the SC1 
and SC2 velocity fields are the size of the square cell 
Lc=2dkl =2 and the Lagrangian time scale is defined by 
TL=Lc/G. In our-SC1 and SC2 flows, E- 1.04 and 
therefore T,= 1.4. The time step At must be significantly 
smaller than both (A,kJ’ and wil. Thus, for SC1 and 
SC2 flows, the constraint on the choice of At is 

1 . At< G m 

If (39) is satisfied, then it is possible to tind a resolution 
Ax that obeys (31) and (321. 

The fluid element trajectories are computed with a stan- 
dard predictor-corrector scheme (HammingS1) or an adap- 
tive stepsize control for fourth-order Runge-Kutta (Press 
et ~1.“). For the predictor-corrector schemes, our time steps 
At vary between IO-* and 10m5 (lo-” in the SC flows, 
0.005 in the SAKS and SGKS flows, and between 10m3 and 
IO-’ in the DKS flows). We checked that smaller time steps 
do not give significantly better accuracy. The adaptive step- 
size control method automatically chooses the stepsize so as 
to achieve a predetermined accuracy in the solution with 
minimum computational effect. At is always small enough to 
guarantee (34), (35) or (39) (depending on which How we 
run). The resolution distance Ax can then be chosen under 
the constraints (3 1) and (32). The choice of Ax is a choice of 
the initial length Lo and of the number N of points on the 
line; Ax=LalN. 

In the DKS flows, we always take at least 1000 points on 
lines for each run (often we take 2000). The initial length 
Lo of the lines we release varies between 0.08 and 1, and so 
the initial separation Ax varies between orders of magnitude 
lo-” and lo+. (Lo is small, e.g. Lo = 0.08, when we release 
the line in specific eddy regions of the DKS flow; when Lc is 
order 1, it is comparable to LT because 0.66~&~0.75 in 
our DKS flows where 3Gp~4.)‘In the SAKS and SGKS 
flows, N= 15 000 and L, = 0.1 when p = 1 (Lr= 0.2), and 
Ax=66k lo-“. However Lo= 1 arid N is equal to either 
15 000 or 20 000 for all other values of p (0.4GL,CO.75), 
in which case Ax is either 6.6X lop5 or 5 X IO-‘. Finally, in 
the SC1 and SC2 flows, N=30 000, ‘Lo= 1 (Lc=2) and 
Ax=3.3x lo+. 

G. The geometrical scaling exponents DK and D 

To calculate the Kolmogorov capacity D, we should 
cover the line with the minimum number of boxes of a given 
size. It is of course impractical to find such a minimum nu- 
merically. Instead, we set a grid of square cells of side length 
E on the plane of the flow where the line is advected, and we 
count how many of these cells contain at least one of the 
points that constitute the numerical implementation of the 
line. Such a procedure is standard (see Mandelbrot33) and is 
shown in FalconerZ5 to be equivalent to the most economical 
covering in the limit of vanishingly small boxes (~40). For 
boxes of intermediate size such as are used in practice it 

gives accurate answers. The Kolmogorov capacity D, exists 
if N(E) has a power law dependence on E, in which case 

logN( 4 DKZ-“.---.- 
loge . (40) 

The algorithm was applied to various curves of known Kol- 
mogorov capacity (e.g. the Koch curve) and a numerical 
value for these capacities was obtained that is in very good 
agreement with the known value. The range of values of E 
where we investigate the existence of a Kolmogorov capac- 
if7 is l/k,k=O.Ol~~~O.‘l in the DKS flow, and 
2s-lTT00kNk~K2dknr in all the other flows. It is well 
known that turbulence Ean generate scalar fluctuations, and 
thereby interfacial contortions, at scales much smaller than 
the Kolmogorov scale (Batchelo!?‘). It is therefore not un- 
reasonable to expect a non-trivial interfacial Kolmogorov ca- 
pacity at scales below 2rrlkNk as well as at scales above 
llkNk. 

We also look for a similarity law relating the line’s 
length L(t) at time t to a variable initial resolution 
ec = Lo INo of the line. When N0 = N, ~a = Ax. We vary No 
between N and N/25, which means that we vary e. between 
Ax and 25Ax. A similarity law defines the dimension D 
introduced by Fung and Vassilicost” as follows: 

L(EO.t)-E;+. (41) 

The dimension D is computed by measuring the length L(t) 
of the line at regular time intervals and for different initial 
resolutions eo, that is different numbers No of points on the 
line. Fung and Vassilicost” conjectured that D > I implies an 
H-fractal scaling topology; their conjecture is now proved in 
the present paper’s Appendix under the assumption that no 
isolated regions” exist where the flow velocity if either un- 
bounded or undetined in finite time. It is also proved in the 
Appendix that D,> 1 implies L)> 1 ‘under no assumptions. 
As emphasized by Fung and Vassilicosr” though, the relation 
between DH and* D remains unknown., Fung and Vassilicos’” 
found D> 1 f6r lines advected by Aref’s29 blinking vortex, 
and D= 1 for a line advected by a steady vortex. However, 
D,> 1 in both the steady and the blinking vortices. We can 
now safely conclude that a line in an unsteady ‘blinking’ 
vortex becomes H-fractal, whereas a line in a steady vortex 
becomes K-fractal (in fact, spiral). 

The simulations done here are very expensive because of 
the box-counting algorithm (e.g.: see Giorgilli et a1.35 for a 
brief discussion of its numerical cost). In the sequel we mea- 
sure the advected line’s D and D, as functions of time, 
which means that we use the box-counting algorithm at regu- 
lar time intervals during the evolution of the line. Thus, our 
calculations are very time consuming, and our study would 
have been out of reach if other velocity fields were used, 
such as a DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) turbulent flow 
for example. A DNS turbulent flow requires the calculation 
of the velocity field at each time step over the entire domain 
and has only a limited range of self-similar scales. Kinematic 
Simulation and SC flow velocities need only be calculated at 
the interface, and the range of self-similar scales of motion 
can be prescribed at will to be comparatively very large. 
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111. THE SCALING TOPOLOGIES OF LINES 
ADVECTED BY 2-D TURBULENT-LIKE FLOWS 

A. The time invariance of topological scaling 
exponents in single flow realisations 

In the theory of turbulence, the concept of a steady state 
is traditionally used in the statistical sense. The statistics over 
many realisations of a homogeneous and isotropic equilib- 
rium turbulence are assumed to be independent of time 
(Kolmogorova6), and so are the statistics of a scalar passively 
advected by such a turbulence (Batchelora4). But does the 
topology of a turbulent interface reach a steady state in a 
specific realisation of the turbulence, even though the how 
continues to advect, stretch and bend the interface? And is it 
absolutely necessary that the interface be space-filling when 
it reaches the steady state? 

Here we address the specific question whether the geo- 
metrical scaling exponents DK and D of a continuously 
evolving interface exist, are non-trivial and reach an asymp- 
totic non-space-filling steady state in specific realisations of 
a turbulent-like flow. This question is not a trivial one. 
A passive scalar F in a turbulent flow field has the property 
that lVF12 increases indefinitely with time when its diffusiv- 
ity is zero. Batchelora7 has shown this property to be a con- 
sequence of the exponential increase of the area of isoscalar 
surfaces, and therefore of their increased folding or rough- 
ness. Such a mechanism could be consistent with an indefi- 
nite increase of the Kolmogorov capacity DK of isoscalar 
surfaces towards space-fillingness, i.e. D,=d for t-m (d is 
the Euclidian dimension of the embedding space, here d = 2). 
On the other hand, the property that jVF12~a as t+w may 
also be consistent with the growth of smaller and smaller 
scales of wrinyes (a cascade) on the interface in a steady 
self-similar way, in which case the interface may not become 
space-filling and the Kolmogorov capacity may have a single 
steady value over a growing range of length scales. 

We initiate the present study..by investigating numeri- 
cally whether interfacial steady self-similar states exist. It is 
found that in all the 2-D turbulent-like flows generated here, 
the advected linfs have non-trivial Kolmogorov capacities 
which reach an asymptotically constant value in time that is 
smaller than the space-filling value 2. Surprisingly, this prop- 
erty holds not only for steady but also for unsteady turbulent- 
like velocity fields. It is also found that D is always well- 
defined and asymptotically constant. Hbwever, D is non- 
trivial (D> 1) only where the, flows are unsteady. 

We release initially straight lines of- initial length Lo 
equal to one integral length scale in all the DKS, SAKS and 
SGKS flows generated here. We generate DKS flows with 
six different self-similar energy spectra, that is six different 
values of the exponent p between 3 and 4, and SAKS and 
SGKS flows with exponents p equal to8 1, 1.67, 2, 3, and 4. 
The lines very quickly (after about half a Lagrangian time 
scale) develop spiral singularities (see Fig. 4) which are sus- 
tained and accentuated as time progresses even when the 
velocity field is unsteady. Other topological features appear 
on the line, such as folds arising from a possible stretch and 
fold mechanism, particularly when the flow is unsteady (see 
Fig. 5). 

The lines have well-defined Kolmogorov capacities in 
all cases at all times, that is, a relation of the type 
N(E)-e-D K does hold in the ranges of length scales (box 
sizes) investigated. The slopes in the log N(E) - loge plots 
[see Fig. 6j steepen briefly until they stabilize to a steady 
fall-off after approximately one to half a Lagrangian time 
scale (in all the KS flowsj, and the capacity DK remains 
constant thereafter (see Fig. 7). 

An asymptotic steady state behaviour is also observed on 
the dimension D; a relation of the type L( es, t)- EA-O holds 
surprisingly well over a wide range of initial resolutions e. 
(see Fig. 8), and D asymptotes to a constant value D after 
approximately two Lagrangian time scales in all the KS 
flows (see Fig. 9). The dimension D has been computed at 
regular intervals of time in all our flows except the DKS 
flows. It is found that D = 1 in the steady velocity fields, and 
that D> 1 in the unsteady velocity fields. 

The same experiments are done with the SC1 and SC2 
flows, and similar conclusions on the Kolmogorov capacities 
DK and the dimensions D are reached (Figs. 10, 11 and 12). 
However, D, and D reach their asym$otic state in, respec- 
tively, approximately 7 and 15 Lagrangian time scales 
(T,== 1.4 in the SC flows). The time it’mkes the dimensions 
D, and D to converge to their constant asymptotic value is 
greater when the number of modes of. the flow is smaller 
(Nk=O( 1) in the SC flows, and Nk=O( 102) in the KS 
llowsj. Also, note that D always takes longer than D, to 
converge. :.: 

Finally, we observe that the scaling properties of line- 
interfaces react very differently to the onset of flow unsteadi- 
ness according to whether they are embedded in a SC1 or a 
sc2 now. 

B. The effect of flow unsteadiness on the scaling 
steady state 

We have run two different versions of each DKS flow 
generated here, one steady [X = 0 in (20)] and one unsteady 
[X=1 in(2O)].Inthecasesp=l,p=2andp=3,theSAKS 
and SGKS flows were run for four different values of X in 
(21): X =0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6. With one notable exception, the ca- 
pacity DK is usually larger when the KS flows are steady 
rather than unsteady, and appears to be a decreasing function 
of unsteadiness, i.e. dD,(X)ldX<O (see Fig. 13). It is inter- 
esting to note that, in the DKS flows considered here, the 
unsteadiness freqUenCy wk is a decreasing function of wave- 
number k [see (2O)], whereas wk is a non-decreasing func- 
tion of k in the SAKS and SGKS flows where p S3 [see 
(21)]. Nevertheless, D, is in general a decreasing function of 
X in both DKS and SAKS/SGKS flows. The exception is the 
SAKS flow with p=2, where DK does not exhibit a down- 
wards trend with increasing X. The reason for this different 
behaviour is not yet clear. Some insight is reached in our 
discussion of the difference between algebraic and geometric 
progressions of wavenumbers in section 1II.F. 

The KS flows have a large number of degrees of free 
dom in the sense that Nk is large (Nk=60 in DKS, 
Nk= 100 in SAKS and SGKS). On the contrary, the SC flows 
have a small number of degrees of freedom (Nk= 41, and the 
effect of unsteadiness on DK is quite different. We find that 
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FIG. 4. (a) (i) Line in a DKS flow field at t ime t=0.7TL. The line was initially straight with coordinates y= - 0.1 and x between 0.0 and 1.0. The integral 
length scale is LT= 1. 2000 points constitute the line. (ii) Line released initially straight and l/12 long in an eddy region of a DKS flow, having developed a 
spiral structure. The integral length scale is Lr * 1 and t = 2.5TE. The flow is steady. (bj The graphs show example of a spiral generated from a straight line 
of initial length 1 (20 000 points constitute the line) in a SAKS flow at different t imes (i) t = 0.0; (ii) t= 0.2, (iii) t = 0.65 and (iv) t = 0.85. The flow is steady, 
i.e. h = 0.0 and the other parameters are Nk= 100, p = 1, k, = 1 and !c,~- - 100. (c) The graphs show examples of spirals and tendrils generated from a straight 
line of initial length 1 (20 000 points constitute the line) in a SAKS flow at different t imes (i) t=O.O; (ii) t=0.2; (iii) t=0.65 and (iv) t=0.85. The flow is 
unsteady with X=0.2 and the qther parameters are Nk= lOO,p= 1, k,= 1 and kivk- - 100. (Note: only the SAKS flows are shown here but similar features can 
he observed in SGKS flows.) 
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DK is an increasing function of both X and ,X [see Figs. 14(a) 
and (b)] in the SC1 flows. However, in the SC2 flows, D, 
first decreases with increasing X when A is very small, and 
then increases with increasing unsteadiness at the larger val- 
ues of h (see Fig. 14~). 

The dimension D is found to be an increasing function 
of unsteadiness in all the tested flows (see Table II); D is an 
increasing function of both ,X and X in the SC1 flows [see 
Figs. 15(a) and (b)], an increasing function of A is the SC2 
flows (see Fig. 15cj and an increasing function of X in the 
SAKS and SGKS flows mentioned in the previous paragraph 
(Fig. 16). However, D - 1 remains small in the KS flows 
where Nk is large, and grows to values below but close to 1 
in the SC flows where Nk is small. 

We now attempt to understand some of the scaling prop- 
erties of the lines advected by our turbulent-like velocity 
fields in terms of the topologies of the flows. 

C. The relation between the interfacial scaling 
exponents DK and D and the topology of the flow 

The instantaneous streamline pattern of a 2-D incom- 
pressible how is essentially made of three different topologi- 
cal types of regions (see for example Wray and Hunt,7 Fung 
et aLI and Hunt et aZ.38): the eddy regions which are strong 
swirling regions with vorticity, the convergence regions sur- 

rounding a saddle point where there is irrotational straining 
(in these regions there is ‘convergence’ of streamlines) and 
the streaming regions where the flow is very weakly curved 
and runs rather fast (see Fig. 1). Berry et aZ.* have made a 
first attempt to classify the convolutions of curves in phase 
planes evolving under the action of continuous area- 
preserving maps. They point out that the complexity of such 
curves is totally due to the fixed points of the map. These are 
the elliptic and the hyperbolic fixed points whose analogues 
in the instantaneous streamline pattern of fluid flows are re- 
spectively the eddy and the convergence regions. Berry 
et aL8 argue that the only contortions that the line can de- 
velop are either ‘whorls’ (spirals) when the curve passes 
through-or near-an elliptic point, or ‘tendrils’ when it 
passes through -or near-a hyperbolic point. In that same 
spirit, we find that lines in the present 2D turbulent-like 
flows are spiral in the eddy regions, but not in the other 
regions. This result holds irrespective of whether the flow is 
time-dependent or not, but provided that the unsteadiness of 
the flow is not too violent so that eddy streamline structures 
may remain in the same approximate region of space for 
long enough times. 

We release straight lines of small initial length (typically 
smaller than one tenth of the integral length scale of the 
turbulence) into specific regions of a DKS flow. The object 
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FIG. 5. As the unsteadiness parameter A increases (here in a SAKS flow), topological features other than spirals appear on the line (initially straight with 
length 1; 20 000 points constitute the line), such as tendrils (folds) arising from a possible stretch and fold mechanism. Examples of folds generated in a SAKS 
How with X=0.4 are shown at different times (i) t=O.O; (ii) t=0,275; (iii) t=0.5.5 and (iv) t=0.75. The other parameters are Nk= 100, p= 1, kt= 1 and 
k,,,= 100. Note the coexistence of tendrils and spirals and the evolution in time of their relative importance (simliar features can also be observed in SGKS 

of the exercise is to detect regions of the flow where the 
capacity D, of the line exceeds 1, and the geometrical pat- 
terns this excess is related to. 

One might naively think that a non-integer value of DK 
is always linked to a fast line growth. But that does not 
necessarily hold. In the convergence regions, where there is 
high straining, and where the line growth is exponential, the 
line simply stretches and remains fairly straight (Fig. 17) so 
that DK= 1. On the contrary, in the eddy regions the line 
develops a spiral topology (see Fig. 4), as a consequence of 
which D,> 1 (Fig. 7a), even though the line growth there is 
only linear (Fig. 18). The larger the value of DK, the slower 
the winding of the spiral onto its centre (see Vassilicos and 
Hunt6). 
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These numerical experiments are done for both steady 
and unsteady DKS velocity fields. The conclusions are the 
same in both cases and are summarised in Table III. 

In general, these spirals are not the only interfacial topo- 
logical feature responsible for the non-integer value of the 
interface’s DK . Tendrils may also contribute to the value of 
DK, and indeed, we do observe tendrils, but only in the 
unsteady flow simulations. Furthermore, in all the DKS, 
SGKS and SAKS flows used here, DK is not an increasing 
function of the unsteadiness parameter A. In fact, with the 
sole exception of SAKS with p = 2, DK is a decreasing func- 
tion of unsteadiness. It may be expected that when h is not 
too large, the only, or at least, the predominant mechanism 
by which lines acquire a non-integral DK is their winding 
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FIG. 6. (a) Typical example of a log-log plot (note: log is the natural logarithm) of N(C) vs. E for a line in a DKS flow. The range of values of B is 
O.Ol< ~60.1. (b) The graph shows a log-log plot of cN(e) vs. E [since the slope is sometimes only slightly greater than 1, we plot EN(E) vs. l , so that the 
line is horizontal at t=O] in SGKS (the parameters are Nk= 100, p = 1, k, = 1 and kNk= 100). As the time increases, the slope increases too until it reaches 
a constant slope of 0.4 at t=0.325 which is about half the Lagrangian time scale. (c) The caption is identical to Fig. 6b but for SAKS. 
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into spiral structures by eddy regions. Since eddy regions 
wobble about when the turbulence is unsteady, the decrease 
of DK with increasing h may be the result of the increasing 
loss of persistence of the eddy’s windings of the line. 

The dimension D increases with X in all our flows. ln 
the case of the SC1 flows where the unsteadiness is defined 
by two parameters h and p, D increases with both X and 
p. However, D= 1 when the 2-D flows are steady. Line- 
interfaces are therefore K-fractal [provided no isolated re- 
gions exist where the flow velocity is either unbounded or 
undefined in finite time (see the Appendix), as is indeed the 
case in all the velocity fields here] in 2-D steady flows, and 
their non-integer Kolmogorov capacity only reflects the lo- 
calised self-similar structure of spirals in the eddy regions. 
The fact that D> 1 when the f-lows are unsteady indicates an 
H-fractal interfacial topology (see the Appendix), and the 
increase of D with increasing unsteadiness may signify an 
‘increased H-fractal topology’ in a sense that is not yet ab- 
solutely clear. As the flow is made more unsteady, a mecha- 
nism different from the one where eddies generate interfacial 
spirals sets in and becomes gradually more important in de- 
termining the values of D, and D. This different mechanism 
generates an H-fractal topology and may be the mechanism 
described by Berry et al.’ where a line near a hyperbolic 
point undergoes a stretch and fold action because of the in- 
finity of homoclinic and heteroclinic intersections between 
stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic points. In a two- 
dimensional stationary incompressible flow, there are no ho- 
moclinic and heteroclinic points other than the hyperbolic 

fixed points themselves, and the behaviour of the stable and 
unstable manifolds is not at all chaotic. So, following Berry 
et a1.,8 we should not expect to observe tendrils in 2-D 
steady flows. This stretch and fold mechanism-we may also 
call it a ‘chaotic mechanism’-generates H-fractal tendrils 
on the interface. We do observe tendrils when the flows are 
unsteady and particularly when D is large (see Figs. 4,5 and 
10). We are led to conjecture that when D- 1 is a small 
number then the value of DK is dominated by the spiral 
aspect of the inter-facial topology, even though D> 1 implies 
that the line is H-fractal. For larger values of D - 1 though, 
DK reflects the scaling properties of the H-fractal topology of 
the interface, and therefore its chaotic tendril-like structure. 

The spiral mechanism provides some insight into why 
DR decreases with h, but only for small values of h. It 
remains unclear why DK continues to decrease with A even 
at relatively large values of X in all the DKS, SGKS and 
SAKS (except when p = 2) flows. In order to gain some fur- 
ther insight on the mechanisms by which unsteadiness modi- 
fies DK, we release line-interfaces in the simpler SC1 and 
SC2 flows. 

The SC1 flow is constructed in such a way that the un- 
steady jitter of eddies is confined within a limited region of 
space surrounded by streamlines that do not move but are 
frozen with respect to a fixed frame of reference. The square 
cells of size 1 have hyperbolic points at their four comers 
and their four sides are steady and unsteady manifolds link- 
ing these hyperbolic points together. These four manifolds 
are particular streamlines that do not move with time even 
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FIG. 7. (a) Capacity D, of a line in an eddy region of a DKS ffow field as 
a function of time. The time unit is Z’L= 1. *** frozen velocity field. 
900 unsteady velocity field. (b) The capacity D, of a line in a SGKS flow 
field as a function of time. D, reaches a constant value of about 1.4 after 
about half a Lagrangian time scale. The other parameters are the same as in 
Fig. 6b and the capacity is obtained from the slopes of the lines of Figure 6b. 
cc) The capacity D, of a line in a SAKS flow field as a function of time. 
D, reaches a constant value of about 1.3 after about half a Lagrangian time 
scale. The other parameters are the same’as in Fig. 6c and the capacity is 
obtained from the slopes of the lines of Figure 6c. 

though the flow within the cell does vary with time. Surpris- 
ingly, DK increases with both p and A in the case of SC1 
flows (see Figs. 14 and 15). The confinement by immovable 
streamlines generates spirals on the line with a slower rate of 
inward convergence. The loss.of persistence of the eddies’ 
winding action which causes DE to decrease with increasing 
unsteadiness seems to be offset in the SC1 flow by the con- 
finement of the flow. The role of flow confinement in ampli- 
fying the interface’s D, may also be realised with solid 
boundaries. It would be interesting, for example, to study the 
topology of line interfaces in a blinking vortex (Arefz9) co& 
fined within a circular solid boundary. Fung and Vassilicos’” 
studied the dependence of DK on the switching period of the 
blinking vortex without solid boundaries, and found that 
DK increases with the switching period. It should be noted, 
however, that a line in Aref’sz9 blinking vortex does not 
grow spirals but tendrils; since we do not yet understand how 
flow unsteadiness affects the Kolmogorov capacity D, of 
H-fractal tendril interfaces, the effect of boundary confine- 
ment on the D, of an interface advected by a chaotic flow is 
not trivial either. We leave this question for future work on 
the self-similar topology of passive interfaces advected by 
2-D chaotic flows. 

In order to test even further the spiral mechanism and its 
dependence on the persistence and confinement of eddies, we 
release lines in the SC2 flow which has no fixed cells in 
space. The SC2 unsteady flows are constructed in such a way 
that their entire cell structure deforms and oscillates in space. 
As may be expected from the lack of flow confinement in 
SC2 flows and the loss of persistence in the winding action 
of eddies, it is found that D, decreases with A but only for 
1~0.1. However, when XaO.1, QK increases with X, thus 
signalling the onset of a different mechanism. The topology 
of the interface is indeed dominated by spirals when 
X<O.l but by tendrils when X>O.l (see Fig. 1Od). The 
mechanism that sets in when h grows significantly larger 
than 0.1 may be the chaotic mechanism that generates 
H-fractal tendrils. Note that D Gas also grown significantly 
larger than 1,O when X>O. 1. It is not clear why the chaotic 
mechanism is such that dD,ldX>O, but note that the same 
happens in Aref’s29 blinking vortex (chaotic advection) 
where tend+ dominate the interface’s topology and DK in- 
creases with increasing unsteadiness too (Fung and 
Vassilicos’“). 

The relation between stretching and DK summarised in 
Table IV may have an interesting consequence for +ing in 
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FIG. 9. (a) The dimension D of a line in a SGKS flow reaches a constant 
value after about 4 Lagrangian time scales. The chosen parameters are the 
same as in Fig. 8a and D is obtained from the slopes of lines of Figure 8a. 
Cb) The dimension D of a line in a SAKS flow reaches a constant value after 
about 4 Lagrangian time scales. The chosen parameters are the same as in 
Fig. 8b and D is obtained from the slopes of the tines of Figure 8b. 

turbulent flows. Experimental work on mixing layers has re- 
peatedly shown that mixing is very slow in vertical struc- 
tures and very rapid in those regions in between where these 
vertical structures amalgamate (Dimotakis and Brown,” 
Broadwell and Breidentha14’ and Koochesfahani and 
Dimotakis41j. These last regions are in fact convergence re- 
gions, and mixing is very fast in them for they stretch inter- 
faces between reactants exponentially fast. In the vertical 
structures mixing is very slow because interfaces presumably 
grow only linearly there as they do in our eddy regions. 
Thus, one may infer from the conclusions summarized in 
Table IV, that when DK is dominated by eddy regions and 
spiral interfacial patterns, DR distinguishes between those 
regions of the flow where mixing is fast (DK== 1) and those 
other regions of the flow where mixing is slow (D,> 1). 
However, when D, is also influenced by tendrils, mixing can 
also be fast where DK> 1. 

D. The relation between interfacial capacity and 
energy spectrum 

We release small initially straight lines (smaller than one 
tenth of the integral length scale) in eddy regions of DKS 
flows. Such lines become spirals. As the energy spectrum of 
the turbulence steepens, the capacity D, of the line decreases 
[Fig. 19), and is essentially equal to 1 when the spectrum is 
E(k)-.&-“. Thus, a steepening of the energy spectrum 
means% ‘faster’ convergence of the spiral onto its centre. It 
might also be worth noting that a steeper energy spectrum 
increases the size of the eddy regions in comparison to the 
integral scale of the turbulence (Fig. 1). 

The result of Fig. 19 is consistent with Redondo’s4’ re- 
sult that the capacity of a density interface in stratified tur- 
bulence decreases as the Richardson number increases. Car- 
ruthers and Hunt43 have indeed shown how energy spectra 
get sharper in stratified turbulence as the Richardson number 
tends to infinity. 

We may also conclude from Fig. 19 and from equation 
(3.19) in Vassilicos and Hunt7 that a steepening in the energy 
spectrum induces a steepening in the scalar power spectrum 
as well. This is in agreement with Hentschel and Procaccia’s 
result44 that turbuIence intermittency, which entails a steep- 
ening of the energy spectrum, also causes the scalar power 
spectrum’s fall off to be sharper. 

E. A simple spiral model 

We have accounted for the properties of the Kolmogorov 
capacity of an interface in weakly unsteady 2-D Rows 
(‘weakly unsteady’ refers to small values of the unsteadiness 
parameters X and pj in terms of eddy regions and spirals. A 
simple model of the spiraling interfacial mechanism induced 
by eddy regions can show how 0; may reach an asymptotic 
steady state where 2> Di> 1 even though IV Fj2 increases 
indefinitely with time and the length of the line increases 
only linearly with time. Furthermore, in this simple spiral 
model, DK is a decreasing function of the power p of the 
energy spectrum E(k)- kpP, as is indeed observed in the 
eddy regions of DKS flows (Fig. 19). In this model, a. line 
winds into a spiral through the action of a point vortex. It is 
known that the length I(t) of such a spiral grows linearly 
with time (e.g. see Fung and Vassilicos’u). Even though the 
line length in eddy regions of DKS flows increases linearly 
with time too, eddy regions have in general a more compli- 
cated internal structure than a point vortex. Nevertheless, it is 
interesting to consider one example of a simple flow where 
DK is steady, non-trivial and non-space-filling ( 1 < DK<2) 
and a decreasing function of p, and where 1 V F\‘--+m and 
L(t)--t as time t progresses. 

As suggested in the beginning of section III, the sus- 
tained growth of m as t-+m can be achieved by .a 
gradual increase of the range of scales over which the inter- 
face between F= 0 and F= 1 is irregular (in case F, as we 
now assume, is equal to 1 or 0 on either side of the interface) 
without a need for that interface to become increasingly 
more space-filling and D, to reach d [which is d=2 here). 
In other words, for IVFI’ to grow with t, it is sufficient that 
the line interface becomes more space-filling at smaller and 
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smaller scales, so that D,> 1 can be measured over smaller the statistics of the interface are changing with time. 
and smaller distances without a change of the value of D, For the sake of argument, Fung and Vassilicoslo assume 
over larger distances. DK is a significant measure of.a per- the point vortex to have an azimuthal veIocity U-T-~ where 
sistent feature or constant property of an interface even when q>O and (~~4) are polar coordinates. The energy spectrum 
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FIG. 10. Examples of spirals and tendrils on a line initially straight, of length 1, with coordinates y=O.5 and x between 0.0 and 1.0 in various SC flows at 
different time steps (i) t=5.0; (ii) t= 10.0; (iii) t=.ZO.O and (iv) t=30.0. (a) Steady case: with parameters Nk=4, p=O.O and X=0.0 in SC1 flow. (b) Unsteady 
case: with parameters Nk=4, ,u=O.8 and X=0.4 in SC1 flow, (c) Unsteady case: with parameters Nk=4, ~=0.4 and A= 1.5 in SC1 flow. (d) Unsteady case: 
with parameters Nk=4 and X=0.4 in SC2 flow. 
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FIG. 10. (Continued.) 

is defined when q<l and is E(k)-k-P where p=3-2q. 
When q = 1, this velocity field is the well known point vortex 
solution of the Euler equation. A line released within the 
vortex adopts, at time t, the spiral form 

The Kolmogorov capacity DK of the spiral depends only on 
the power l/( I+ q) and is smaller than d=2 for all finite 
values of q  (see Vassilicos and Hum’). DK is therefore inde- 
pendent of time and non-trivial. 

(42) 
It is simpler (see Vassilicos and Hunt’) to work with the 

Kolmogorov capacity Dk of the intersections of the spiral 
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FIG. 11. (a) Example of a log-log plot of N( e) vs. B for different times in 
the evolution of a line in a SC1 flow (the parameters are Nk=4, ~=0.6 and 
A= 1.0). The slope of the power law increases with time and reaches a 
constant value after t= 10 (TLw 1.4). Such well defined asymptotic power 
laws are also observed in SC2 flows. (bj Example of a log-log plot of L(t) 
versus resolution (l/No. of points on the line) for different times in the 
evolution of a line in a SC1 flow. The parameters are those of Fig. lla. Note 
that the slope of the power law increases with time and reaches a constant 
asymptotic value after t=22 (TL=1.4). Such well defined asymptotic 
power laws are also observed in SC2 flows. 

with a straight line; 0 =C D$ 1. The Kolmogorov capacity 
DK of the spiral is an increasing function of Dk, and 

Dk= 
1 q+l 5-p =-=- 

1 q+2 7-p (43) 
1+- 

1+c? 

(see Vassilicos and Hunt6). Dk is a decreasing function of p, 
and therefore so is DR. 

It is also easier in this context to deal with the average 
over space of ]VFI than with IVF12. If A is the area of a 
finite portion of 2-D space where the entire spiral lies, then 
(see Vassilicos and Hunt45) 

(a) 

v-4 
d 

W  

FIG. 12. (a) Example of an SC1 flow where the capacity Dx reaches an 
asymptotic constant value of 1.9. The chosen parameters are those of Fig. 
Ila and DK is obtained from the slopes of the lines of Figure lla. The 
Kolmogorov capacity DK is also observed to asymptote to a constant value 
in SC2 flows but not as quickly as in the KS flows (TLw1.4 in the SC 
flows). (b) Example of an SC1 flow where the dimension D reaches an 
asymptotic constant value of 1.0. The chosen parameters are those of Fig. 
llb and D is obtained from the slopes of the lines in Figure lib. The 
dimension D is also observed to asymptote to a constant value in SC2 flows 
but not as quickly as in the KS flows (Tr- 1.4 in the SC flows). 

-gpFj dS= y -t, (44) 

since Z(t)-t for all values of q>O (see Fung and 
Vassilicosl”). 

The spirals obtained in our 2-D DKS, SAKS and SGKS 
flows are clearly (by direct inspection of Fig. 4) more com- 
plex than those obtained through the action of a point vortex. 
This model shows clearly though how a spiraling line can 
have a capacity that is non-trivial and constant in time, and 
yet a length Z(t)- t and a ]VF~ that grows with time indefi- 
nitely. The model also predicts that D, should decrease as 
the energy spectrum steepens. 

Furthermore, numerical experiments with a line interface 
in a single oscillating point vortex show that the Kolmogorov 
capacity DK of the interface decreases as the frequency w of 
the oscillation increases, at least for small enough values of 
o. The centre of the point vortex is made to oscillate along 
the x-axis according to x0 = e sin(wt), where x0 is the 
x-coordinate of the centre of the vortex, and E the spatial 
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FIG. 14. (a) D, is a slowly increasing function of X in a SC1 flow where 
,u=O.8. (b) DK is a slowly increasing function of p in a SC1 flow where 
A= 1.0. (c) DK tirst decreases with increasing A for very small values of 
X, then increases with increasing unsteadiness for larger values of A in a 
SC2 flow. 

amplitude of the oscillation. The radial velocity induced by the vortex centre. We  limit our experiments to the case where 
the vortex (radial towards the instantaneous centre of the the only dimensionless parameter of the problem, ,$“w/I’, is 
vortex) is identically zero, and the azimuthal velocity (rela- much smaller than 1. Specifically, in the present runs, 
tive to the instantaneous centre) is u + = lY/( 2  rrr) (i.e. q  = 1 ), 0s &‘o/I’=GO.O4. Fig. 20a shows the spiral generated from 
where I? is the total circulation and r the radial distance to the wrapping of a  line around the point vortex when o = 0, 
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FIG. 15. (a) D is an increasing function of A in a SC1 flow where FIG. 16. The dimension D is an increasing function of the unsteadiness 
p,=O.8. (b) D is an increasing function of p, in a SC1 flow where parameter A both in SGKS **** and SAKS 0000 with different values 
A = 1.0. (c) The dimension D is an increasing function of A in a SC2 flow. ofp. (aj p=l; (b) p=2; (c) p=3. 

and Fig. 20b is a plot of the line interface at the same time in w increases, at least in the range where &2o/I’+ 1. For such 
an oscillating point vortex with t22w/l? = 1.2X 10W3. From small values of the dimensionless parameter e20/r, insofar 
(43), D i= 2/3 for a non-oscillating point vortex with 4 = I, as the Kolmogorov capacity Da is concerned, the topology 
and from Vassilicos and Hunt,6 DK=2Db= 1.33. Fig. 21 of the interface is spiral. Hence, as long as the topology of 
shows that the Kolmogorov capacity DK of a line in an os- the interface is essentially spiral, we may expect the Kol- 
cillating point vortex decreases below 1.33 as the frequency mogorov capacity of a line to be a decreasing function of 
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TABLE II. General rule for D in SCl, SC2, SAKS and SGKS flows. 

2-D flow Steady Unsteady, Nk = 4 Unsteady, N,=60, 100 

Dimension D D=l O<D-la1 O<D-141 

unsteadiness, as we indeed observe in some of our KS and 
SC flows. 

F. Does the distribution of wavenumbers affect the 
properties of the interface? A third mechanism 
for generating complex interfacial topology 

The wavemodes that dominate two-pa&e dispersion 
are the ones at the high wavenumber end of the energy spec- 
trum (Batchelor46). We therefore expect the small-scale to- 
pology, of the interface to be determined by the high wave- 
number end of the energy spectrum too. But does the 
distribution of ‘the large wavenumbers affect the scaling 
properties of the interface’s topology? 

In Fig., 2 we plot Ak,kilJ2[k, for two different distribu- 
tions of wavenumbers k,, one algebraic (SAKS flows) the 
other geometric (SGKS flows)]. In both cases U(k,) is 
drawn at random from a probability distribution of mean 
zero and variance given by (19). It is clear from Fig. 2 that 
the difference between the two distributions of wavemode 
energies is small for identical energy spectra E(k), particu- 
larly at the high wavenumbers (k>20), where it is practi- 
cally imperceptible. It has been recently suggested that flows 
such as SAKS and SGKS may be used to simulate deep 
ocean and coastal small-scale dispersion realisation by reali- 
sation (Perkins et aZ.,47 Perkins and Fung4*). The rate of dis- 
persion, and in particular, burning and chemical reaction 
rates across dispersing interfaces depend crucially on the to- 
pology and the scaling exponents (such a DK) of these inter- 
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FIG. 17. Line initially in a convergence region with a streamlined back- 
ground. The initial length is 1/12(=Ld12), and t=0.3T,, . 
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FIG. 18. The growth of the length of a line in an eddy region. The unit of 
time is Tp 1. 

faces. Can the imperceptible difference in the high wave- 
number Fourier distribution of energy that distinguishes 
SAKS from SGKS flows have significant consequences on 
the topology and/or the scaling of a passively advected inter- 
face at scales below 2dkNk? 

We measure the DK of the interface over two decades of 
scales below 2dkNk, i.e. the size E of the boxes in the 
box-counting algorithm is such that (2 dkNk) X 10B2 
s e=s2dkNk. We do so for interfaces in .single realisations 
of SAKS and SGKS flows for various values of p and A, and 
we also measure D. The line-interfaces are initially very 
long and are therefore spanning a large variety of flow re- 
gions (Lo is equal to one integral length scale of the fowj. 
The results are plotted in Figs. 13 and 16. In most unsteady 
cases, D is larger in the SAKS rather than in the SGKS 
flows, and always increases with A. In particular, when p = 1 
the difference between the values of D in unsteady SAKS 
and SGKS flows is substantial. However, when p= 1 the 
difference between the values of DK in SAKS and SGKS 
tlows is insignificant, but is more significant when p = 3, and 
D, decreases with A in both SAKS and SGKS flows when 
p= I and p=3. The case where p=2 is the most striking. 
Whilst DK decreases with increasing A in SGKS flows, it 
does not decrease with h in SAKS flows. Furthermore, the 
difference between the values of D, in either flows is maxi- 
mal, and in fact very large when the flows are steady. 

These results are evidence of a complex interaction be- 
tween the effects of unsteadiness and those of the distribu- 
tion of wavenumbers. Different distributions of wavenum- 
bers can produce different inter-facial scaling properties even 
when the energy spectrum of the flow is kept constant. The 
difference between algebraic and geometric’distributions of 
wavenumbers is imperceptible at high wavenumbers, but it 
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TABLE III. General rule for D, and local tine growth in DKS Rows. 

eddy regions Convergence regions 

Capacity DK 
Line Growth 

D,>I 
Slow (Z(f) @z t) 

Dx= 1 
Fast (Z(t) a 8’) 

can cause dramatic differences in the scaling exponents of 
the interface and their dependence on the degree of unsteadi- 
ness. As we mentioned in section II.C the distribution of 
wavenumbers can determine whether the velocity field is 
H-fractal or K-fractal. 

Berry et aZ.* identified two mechanisms for generating 
complex inter-facial topology, both based on the topology of 
path-lines around elliptic (eddy regions) and hyperbolic 
(convergence regions) points. We are now confronted with a 
third mechanism, which relates to the velocity profile ucr~‘oss 
streamlines. In streaming regions, for example, where the 
curvature of streamlines is small (see Fig. l), we can think of 
the velocity profile as one-dimensional and given by (22) 
where x is a coordinate normal to the streamlines and u(x) is 
the velocity along the streamlines. If the flow is steady, a 
line-interface initially straight and along the x-axis will de- 
velop a shape that is a direct imprint of the velocity profile 
across streamlines. If that profile is H-fractal (K-fractal), the 
line will become H-fractal (K-fractal) too. We mentioned in 
section 1I.C that for identical energy spectra, u(x) may be 
either H- or K-fractal depending on the distribution of wave- 
lengths X, in (22). The length of the line at a time t--+w is 
L(t)-tJ-?ld ld [d u x x; in practise the line has only finite 
resolution and is represented by No points where 
No = La /Q. The measured value of the line length is 
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BIG. 19. Relation between the Kolmogorov capacity D, and the energy 
spectrum’s fall off, i.e. the exponent p in E(k)--k-P. The values of D, are 
taken at time t=2.OT, from a line in a DKS Bow. 

points i. Hence, Zyzr ’ 1 Auj leOI tends to infinity at a rate 
faster than No = Lo /co, so that if D is well defined it must be 
greater than 1 (D > 1) . This agrees with the fact that the line 
adopts the H-fractal shape of the velocity profile. 

The above ,discussion demonstrates how different wave- 
number distributions can generate different scaling topolo- 
gies and different values of D even when the energy spec- 
trum is kept constant. Our numerical simulations indicate 
that a change in the distribution of wavenumbers can also 
change the value of D, and the dependence of DK on the 
unsteadiness parameter X. 

(45) 
IV. CONCLUSION 

where Aui is the difference of velocities between points i 
and i + 1 on the line originally (t = 0) at a distance ~6 from 
each other. If the distribution of wavelengths is such that 
a,lX,+O as n--+w at a rate that is fast enough for 
C,f,“,a, /X, to be finite,, then the velocity profile is nearly 
everywhere smooth and not H-fractal (see section ILC) 
and Iduldxl is also finite and bounded from above 
by 2rrX,f,“ia,lh,. Thus, L(~d,t)<t~~N~2~X,t”,a,lh, 
= tLo2n-Z,+,“la,lX,, which implies that D = 1 in agreement 
with the fact that the l&e is not H-fractal since it takes the 
shape of the velocity profile. 

On the other hand, when a,/X,--+a as n-+a, duldx 
does not exist and the velocity profile is H-fractal; however, 
Au~/E~ is finite but tends to infinity as E”--+O at nearly all 

TABLE IV. General rule subject to exceptions as explained in the text 

Dominant 
interfacial feature Spirals Tend& 

Capacity D, 

Dimension D 

Decreasing with 
unsteadiness 

O<D-li<l 

Increasing with 
unsteadiness 
O-CD--161 

Interfaces occur in many turbulent reacting flows, e.g. 
between chemically different fluids or between burnt and un- 
burned fuel. In such cases, it is the area per unit volume of 
the interface (or the length per unit area of the line-interface 
in 2-D flows) that essentially determines chemical reaction 
rates and turbulent flame speeds (combustion rates). In turn, 
this area per unit volume may be a simple function of the 
fractal dimension and of the smallest length scale of the in- 
terface. Problems involving flow dispersion and chemical re- 
action may be considered solved once the fractal dimension 
and the range over which that dimension is defined are 
known. 

However, turbulent flows are not the only flows that pro- 
duce fast mixing. Chaotic advection also generates very 
complex interfacial topologies. Furthermore, turbulence may 
not have a universal structure, so that different turbulent 
flows may generate different inter-facial geometries (see Hunt 
et ~1.~~). Given a flow, do fractal dimensions exist? If they 
exist, is their value non-trivial and do they asymptote to a 
steady value in time regardless of the incessant deformation 
(stretching and bending) of the interface by the flow? And 
finally, how can these fractal dimensions be calculated from 
the properties and parameters of the flow? Conversely, it may 

1994 
j> 
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FIG. 20. Line interface at time t= 300 in a point vortex of circulation 1‘=25; (a) the vortex is not oscillating (w=O); (b) the vortex is oscillating with 
frequency o = 0.3 and spatial amplitude .$= 0.1. 

be interesting to know what can be deduced about a flow 
from measurements of interfacial fractal dimensions. The to- 
pology, the scalings and the degree of space-fillingness of an 
interface could serve as a probe into the space, the time and 
the wavenumber-space structures of the flow. This paper is a 
contribution towards a theory that can answer the above 
questions. 

Our first result is that the Kolmogorov capacity DK and 
the dimension D of line-interfaces in 2-D turbulent-like 
flows are well-defined and tend to constant steady state val- 
ues in finite time. That finite time is O(TL) in those flows 
where the number of degrees of freedom Nk is a( lo’), and 
0( 1 OT,-) in the SC flows where Nk = 0 ( 1) . Even though the 
flow continues to act on the interface over times longer than 
TL, DK is always strictly in between the trivial value 1 and 
the space-filling value 2. D- 1 =0 when the flow is steady 
and D - 1 >O when the flow in unsteady. However, in un- 
steady flows, D - 1 is small (D - 1 Q 1) when the number of 
degrees of freedom (wavenumbers) Nk of the flow is large 
(Nk= 100) and D - 1 is large (D - 1 f 1) when Nk is small 
(N,= 4). The interface is H-fractal only when D> 1. The 
dimension D may be interpreted to be a degree .of 
H-fractality, which, in unsteady 2-D flows, is found to be 
small when Nk is large and large when Nk is small. 

The concept of a ‘degree of H-fractality’ can be thought 
of from a different (and complementary) perspective if we 
recall Berry et al. ‘s* remark that the topology of the interface 
is affected by the elliptic points of the flow which generate 
isolated spirals on the interface, and by the hyperbolic points 
of the flow near where the interface acquires a tendril-like 
topology and is H-fractal. Other flow regions, such as the 
streaming regions (Wray and Hunt7), do not intluence the 
topology of the interface significantly unless the structure of 
the flow in wavenzmber-space is such that the velocity pro- 
file across streamlines is itself topologically non-trivial. As 
indicated by the study of Weierstrass functions, very subtle 
differences in the distribution of wavenumbers can cause 
dramatic qualitative differences in the velocity profile’s to- 
pology even when the energy spectrum and the phases are 
kept constant. We observe in numerical experiments that a 
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change of wavenumber distribution from geometric to alge- 
braic changes the values of the Kolmogorov capacity D, and 
the dimension D of the interface, and can even change the 
character of D,‘s dependence on the unsteadiness parameter 
of the flow from decreasing to slowly increasing. 

When the flow is steady and D- I = 0, there is no 
H-fractality whatsoever, and the value of DK is dominated by 
the spiral topology of the interface around elliptic points. 
When the flow is unsteady and the number of degrees of 
freedom Nk is small, D- 1 is small when the topology of the 
line appears to be dominated by isolated spirals (which does 
not mean that tendrils do not exist but that they are less 
conspicuous than the isolated spirals); D- I is large (closer 
to 1) when the line is dominated by the H-fractal structure of 
chaotic tendrils. We find that D - 1 always increases with 
unsteadiness; unsteadiness is a chaos generating mechanism 
(as shown by Arefz9-see also Ottino’) and an increase in 
unsteadiness increases the degree of H-fractality of the inter- 
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FIG. 21. The Kolmogorov capacity D, of a line interface in an oscillating 
point vortex as a function of {‘o/T. Note that D,= 1.33 when o=O, and 
decreases with increasing o. 
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face by increasing the chaotic tendril structures at the ex- 
pense of the spiral structures. 

Our results indicate that a relation exists between the 
type of inter-facial topology (whether spirals or tendrils) and 
the dependence of D, on the unsteadiness. As a general rule, 
DK decreases with increasing unsteadiness when the topol- 
ogy is dominated by spirals, and the degree of H-fractality is 
small; D, increases with unsteadiness when the topology is 
dominated by chaotic tendrils, and the degree of J%fractality 
is high. A flow with small Nk and confined within a region 
surrounded by fluid paths that coincide with streamlines gen- 
erates interfaces with a topology that is dominated by chaotic 
tendrils and D, increases with ,unsteadiness. In unconfined 
flows with a small number of degrees of freedom, D, first 
decreases and then increases beyond a threshold unsteadiness 
where the topology changes from being dominated by spirals 
to being dominated by chaotic tendrils. When the number of 
degrees of freedom is large (Nk= 100)) in most cases we 
observe a decrease of D, with increasing unsteadiness, and 
D- 1 is never large. However, it is hard to judge from the 
pictures of interfaces which of the spiral or the tendril struc- 
tures dominate the scaling of the topology. Perhaps surpris- 
ingly, the dependence of DK on the unsteadiness can be 
transformed from decreasing to non-decreasing by changing 
the distribution of modes in wavenumber space without 
changing the phases and the energy spectrum. The distribu- 
tion ‘of wavenumbers can significantly affect the values of 
DK and D. We argue that the distribution of wavenumbers 
can have a decisive qualitative effect on the scalings and the 
topology of the interface. Thus, along with hyperbolic and 
elliptic points, the distribution of modes in Fourier space is 
another important factor in the development of interfacial 
scalings and topology when Nk is large. 

We obtain further insight and corroborate the interpreta- 
tion of our previous results from the study of a line winding 
inside a simple vortex. When the vortex is steady, we can 
show analytically that DK is constant in time and that 
1 < OK<2 even though the length L(t) of the line increases 
indefinitely and not exponentially (L(t) - t) . Furthermore, 
we show analytically that DK is a decreasing function of the 
exponent p of the self-similar energy spectrum 
(E(k)-kwp) of the vortex, a property ‘which we also ob- 
serve in the eddy regions of our 2-D turbulent-like flows. 
Numerical experiments carried out with a point vortex oscil- 
lating in space corroborate that DK decreases with increasing 
unsteadiness when the flow-generated interfacial topology is 
essentially spiral. 
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APPENDIX: THE DIMENSION D AND THE 
HAUSDORFF DlMENSlON DH OF AN EVOLVING 
INTERFACE 

To prove that D> 1 is a sufficient and necessary condi- 
tion for a line that evolves in a flow field to be H-fractal, we 
must prove that the line’s HausdorfT dimension DH is strictly 
larger than 1 when and only when D> 1. Provided D exists 
and is well-defined. it is equivalent to show that D,= 1 if 
and only if D= 1, because both D, and D can never be 
smaller than 1. Here we show that D = 1 implies DH = I ; and 
that DH= 1 implies D = 1 if we assume that the velocity field 
has no finite time singularities over vanishingly small scales. 

The dimension D was introduced by Fung and 
Vassilicos’” and is defined in (41). To define the Hausdorff 
dimension D, of a line we must first define the Hausdorff 
measure HA( 6). Consider a covering of the line with disks 
of variable sizes Ei. The Hausdorff measure HA(E) is, by 
definition, 

Hh(E)=inf~ ~a, 
I (AlI 

where the infimum extends to all possible countable cover- 
ings subject to the constraint Ei~E. Hausdorff proved (see 
Falconert7) that as e-+0, HA(E) tends to either CO or 0 ac- 
cording to whether A is strictly smaller or strictly larger than 
a critical number DH . That critical number is the Hausdorff 
dimension, and at that critical value A = DH , the Hausdorff 
measure may tend to either a finite or a non-finite value as 
e--+0. A line is H-fractal’ if and only if D,> 1, and an ex- 
ample of an H-fractal is the Koch curve or a line-interface in 
a blinking vortex (see Fung and Vassilicos*” for pictures of 
these H-fractal curves). When D,= 1, the line is either ev- 
erywhere smooth, or has at most a countable number of iso- 
lated singularities such as spirals. 

We use N points to resolve the evolving line, and Si 
(i=1,2,...,N) are the distances between consecutive simu- 
lated points i and i+ 1 on the line at time t (8i= si(t)). 
When either D = 1 or D,= 1, a complete covering of the line 
including both simulated and unsimulated points is possible 
at time t with disks of sizes Ei= 8i for tunes t that are small 
enough, say smaller than 7. The time .r depends on the initial 
resolution of the line, i.e. r= r ( eo) where e. = Lo /No, Lo is 
the initial length of the line and No the number of points 
constituting the numerical resolution of the line. Thus, for 
t<tieo), 

HAkJPq $; W) 

where E= SUpiSi . The length scale E is a function of both 
e. and time t, i.e. e=e(eort), and tends to 0 as eo-+O. 

Let us first show that D = 1 implies D,= 1. A special 
case of equation (A2) is obtained when A = 1: 

H,(%t)~t: Si=L(Eo,t). 643) I 

If D= 1, then L(eo ,t) remains tinite as eo--+O-see (41)-, 
and as a consequence, H,(E) also remains finite as E+O. 
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Hence, DH= 1. We have therefore shown that D= 1 implies 
D,= 1 which is equivalent to the statement that DH> 1 im- 
plies D> 1. 

Let us now show the converse, i.e. that D,= 1 implies 
D = 1. When DH= 1, the line is either everywhere smooth at 
any finite time t, or has at most a countable number of iso- 
lated singularities over vanishingly small scales at a jnite 
time t (see Vassilicos and Hunt6j. Such singularities may 
occur only if the line crosses a point where the flow velocity 
is infinite (such as the centre of a point vortexj, or undefined 
because of accumulating velocity fluctuations over vanish- 
ingly small scales at that point. Our assumption that finite 
time flow singularities do not exist means that the velocity 
field is everywhere neither infinite nor undefined at all finite 
times. The line is therefore everywhere smooth at all finite 
times, and H,( E, t) remains finite as ~40. Because 
Hr (~,t) approximates the length of the line, 

L(EOJ)--HI(EJ)-+O 644) 

as E~-+O, if we chose E= e(~e, t) = SUP~S~ (the diameters Si 
are functions of e. and t), and therefore L( eo, t) must also 
remain finite at vanishing eo. Hence, from (41), D = 1. We 
have therefore shown that, provided no finite time singulari- 
ties exist over vanishingly small scales, D> 1 implies 
D,> 1. 
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